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Do you have behaviors that block you from living an inspired, joyous life? Do you act in ways that
sabotage the things that matter most to you, such as your relationships, your work, your health?
Is there a critical voice inside your head that causes you to experience self-doubt, self-hatred,
and “not-good-enough-itis”?There’s a reason you’re not loving the whole package of who you
are. You are awesome, but somewhere along the way you got programed to believe you’re not,
which now makes you question your brilliance and beauty.From a very young age, you picked up
teachings on how to act from your culture, your religion, the kids on the block, your teachers, and
well-meaning parents. They taught you what was acceptable and what was not allowed.You
were not born with these limiting beliefs, and there’s a way to undo the wiring you’ve acquired.Is
it possible to love your whole package? YES!Could there be a way to accept and welcome all of
who you are, even the parts you judge as “bad”? Yes!Might there be nothing bad about you other
than damaging false beliefs that cause you to think you are less than awesome? Absolutely!This
book takes you on a journey to discover why you suffer with “not-good-enough-itis” and offers
you a cure. It shines a light on the programming and offers you tools to rewire the past so you
can move into the life you were meant to live.If you’re hungry to live a fully expressed and
peaceful life, understanding where your negative beliefs came from and then changing them are
paramount to achieving a joy-full life.Can you imagine how freeing it would feel to relax and
accept all of yourself?Loving the Whole Package offers you new lenses to see yourself through
the eyes of love and compassion. Enjoy the journey to discovering the true you.Praise for
"Loving the Whole Package"...“I shared my personal journey with Shadow Work® in my book,
Practically Shameless, and I intended to follow it with a companion book containing exercises
and tools that people could use on their own. Then life took a turn, I became a caregiver and
never got back to the companion book. Now my friend Junie Moon has written Loving the Whole
Package, and I am thrilled to see that she has done what I couldn’t do. In this book she has not
only told her own story, not only shared her deep fears and her vulnerability and her moments of
transformation, she has created a potent collection of exercises and tools so that many more
people can change their lives as she and I have done with Shadow Work®. Well done,
Junie!”Alyce BarryAuthor of Practically Shameless“Loving the Whole Package provides an
intimate, inspiring roadmap to help you embrace the light and dark within and live in freedom
and joy.”Robin Rose Bennett,Author of The Gift of Healing Herbs and Healing Magic“Rather than
resist what is, Junie Moon skillfully weaves the shadow with the light in such a way that allows
them to dance with beauty and ease. Both revealing and raw, this book is a must-read for those
on a journey of self-evolution.”Michael Neeley,Host of the acclaimed Consciously Speaking
Podcast and Mentor to Visionary Solopreneurs“Loving the Whole Package is an offering of
accessible insight and practical exercises to bring to light the way the hidden dark side, the
shadow, affects your life. It teaches how to embrace it to fully love yourself, with all your
perfections and flaws.”George Pitagorsky,Author of Managing Expectations: A Mindful Approach
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ForewordBy Cliff Barry, Founder of Shadow Work® SeminarsAs the founder of Shadow Work®
Seminars and having trained hundreds of facilitators through my thirty-plus years of teaching, I’m
thrilled to see how this work is getting out into the world and reaching more people. The Shadow
Work® model is my life’s work, and it’s very close to my heart. So when I see facilitators like
Junie Moon taking this work out into the world, I am very pleased.I have had the privilege of
being Junie’s trainer through these many years, certifying her as a group facilitator and coach in
2009. I’ve been watching her growth as a leader since then, but more importantly I have had the
privilege of witnessing her transformation as a human being on her healing journey.She’s
thanked me numerous times through the years for creating Shadow Work and for the gifts she’s
received, but it was she who showed up and embraced its practices. It was she that created her
healing. She dove in and drank it all up. It touches me deeply to have had this effect on her.The
beautiful thing about Junie’s journey is she helps others on their healing journey. That makes me
very proud. She’s dedicated to giving to others what she received: a more conscious life. That’s
what it’s all about, helping others rediscover the truth of who they are. She gets that the meaning
of this life is to become more enlightened. She understands that to have real spiritual
connection, one needs to shine a light on the inner shadows, clean them up, and put them to
work for you. She walks her talk, and in this book she shares her story to beautifully teach the
opportunities Shadow Work® offers.By sharing her story with painful honesty, she invites you
into her world, which of course, shines a light into your world as well.As I read the book and saw
how she intertwined her transformation and my work, I was delighted and deeply moved.
Because of Junie’s revealing shares, I believe many will be touched.She’s real. With her story
coupled with the Shadow Work teachings, I believe you will get a lot out of this book. She shared
how this work brought her back to her true self, giving her a freedom and joy she never knew
was possible.Trademark notice: The term “Shadow Work®” is registered by the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office to Shadow Work Licensing, LLC., and is used herein with permission from
Shadow Work Licensing, LLC. Only certified Shadow Work® Facilitators and Coaches may
advertise or conduct self-improvement classes or seminars using the name Shadow
Work®.WAKE UP SWEET SOUL…I believe…You were born to be seenYou were born to share



your giftsYou were born, at this time, this moment, to live your life fullyTo shine YOUR divine light
like no other canBUT something has happened…Life shaped youSocietyWell-meaning
parentsYour religionYour childhood friends,EVERYWHERE…You were given messagesYou
were told to be carefulTo hide your lightTo be a certain wayYou were led to believe if you didn’t
follow the rules you would beJudgedAbandonedUnlovedAbusedLess thanAND NOWYou
believe the big fat lie that if you really spread your wings, and express your uniqueness, you will
get hurtIn your conscious mindYou may not believe thisBut unconsciouslyThere are old
storiesOld tapes playing in your headAnd you believe themAnd they affect youThey sabotage
youThey limit youAnd they’re running your show!In this book I offer to youMy heartMy
knowledgeMy journeyThe deepest place of my soulI offer you special toolsNew and improved
lensesFor your eyes to see what’s possibleAnd what’s trueI offer you a peek into my unfolding as
a way to invite you into yoursI have learned that by embracing my truthWho I really amSpirit in
human clothingAND learning that there is nothing inherently bad about meAND dancing with
vulnerabilityDancing with the fearLetting people inShowing people my heartSharing my
truthRisking that I may fall short in some ways and expose my imperfectionsTHAT I AM FREE!
Free to live fully expressedFree to make bold movesFree to breathe deeplyFree to allow love to
flow into my heart and out to othersFree to be ME!I share with you what I see as the biggest
secret to living a full life…Loving yourself in the deepest wayMay you find your heart’s calling
and risk being seen. There is only one YOU and you are here for a reason. Shine your light!Junie
Moon Schreiber
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and risk being seen. There is only one YOU and you are here for a reason. Shine your light!Junie
Moon SchreiberHow to Get the Most Out of This BookThere are three parts to the book:The first
part introduces you to the nuts and bolts of the transformation tools. There are exercises and
loads of information to get you started.The second part is filled with my vulnerable stories. By
sharing my journey, you can see how all these tools can actually make an enormous impact on
your life.The third part offers you next-action steps, which will keep you focused and strong as
your healing journey unfolds.Take your time. Do the exercises. Allow yourself the opportunity to
experience aha moments. Keep an open mind, and above all, breathe as you uncover hidden
truths about yourself.If there is one thing I want you to get from this book it is the deep knowing
that healing is possible; you can transform your life. I did, and I know you can too. I dare you to
turn your life into the greatest masterpiece it can be!IntroductionWho Am I to Write This
Book?“Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful
beyond measure.”– Marianne WilliamsonBefore we dive into the shadow realms and I share my
story of transformation, I want to take a moment to tell you why I chose to write this book and
how the creation of it was a journey itself.Through the years, I had thought many times about
writing about my transformative experiences, but frankly, my inner critic made me question
whether I had the chops. I feared there were others more qualified than me, and the old “I’m not
good enough” gremlin snatched my confidence, so I held back.Who was I to step out?Even as I
approached the finish line and was getting ready to send the manuscript to the publisher, I
experienced very uncomfortable moments.I was scared.Self-doubt reared its ugly head and had
me in tears. This process was challenging. I had never done anything like this before, and I found
myself in the “I don’t know how to make this work” kind of place.When I felt the fear, I allowed
myself to drop into my vulnerability. I took a deep breath, held my heart, and let the tears flow.
(I’ve learned that when I ignore my feelings, more pain is created.) I asked myself what was
happening. Why was I feeling so vulnerable?I was scared that it wouldn’t be good enough! I was
afraid I wasn’t good enough! It’s always the same friggin’ thing! My “not good enough monster”
snuck out and was jabbing my self-confidence.This attack on my self-confidence made the
process of writing feel daunting. There was a big learning curve to this whole booking-writing
adventure, and it felt like a humongous mountain to climb. Even if I got to the top, would there be
rainbows or thunderclouds waiting for me?Hello, I’m Junie, a Recovering PerfectionistPart of me
was overworking to get this done and have it be brilliant. If it was great, then I wouldn’t run the
risk of being judged harshly. The very thing I had been working through the years to heal was in
my face—my fear of falling short! So my perfectionist self showed up and tried to keep me from
falling flat on my face.Could I let myself be seen in my light? Could I risk being seen as just OK?
After years of being told I was too bright and bubbly, after being hurt by others who judged my
Junie-ness, could I actually let you into the most vulnerable places of my life?I knew I could, and
that I would, because something big happened to me last year and not doing it wasn’t a choice.It
started back in August 2015 when Andy Golub, an internationally known body painter, agreed to
appear on my TV program Life Out Loud with Junie Moon. As with all my guests, we jumped on



the phone to discuss the upcoming show.It was a great conversation. We had similar views
about the body and our culture’s demonization about it. We both see the body as a beautiful
piece of work that shouldn’t be hidden. It should be celebrated.Then came the moment that blew
me away: I asked him, “Would you paint me on the show?” and he said yes. My head spun a bit.
Did I tell you he paints naked people?I did something I never thought I could or would ever do: I
took it all off and got painted. How could this be? I was the girl who almost threw up when I
received invitations that included bathing suits and pools. I was the girl that was terrified to
undress in front of boyfriends because I felt so ashamed of my body.I couldn’t believe I had
come so far! I was finally comfortable in my own skin! It amazed me that after years of having
intense self-hatred, I could do this!A miracle had occurred. I’m not talking about the Red Sea
parting or anything like that, but a shift in my perception. I saw myself through new eyes, through
the eyes of love and acceptance. Something had truly changed, and I was compelled to share
my story of transformation.I knew in every cell of my being this message must be told because I
knew I wasn’t alone in the horrible self-hatred dance we do as women in this culture. I hired a
videographer and created a mini-documentary called Shed the Shame, which I released in
2016.I have to admit, I had some pretty big fear about releasing the film. I knew there was a huge
chance someone would say something mean-spirited about my body.The naked truth: I’m fifty-
three, and my boobs ain’t what they used to be.The naked truth: I have meaty thighs that wiggle
and giggle.The naked truth: I have stretch marks and bumps that do not allow me to fit the bill of
what our society considers beautiful.The naked truth: I am perfectly imperfect, exquisite, and I
love myself.The great news is that over 15,000 people have seen the film, and only ONE person
remarked that I should keep my clothes on. Not so bad!I wanted to share my journey through this
documentary in hopes of helping others know they are not alone in feeling hopeless and
inadequate and that healing was indeed possible. I also wanted to share the tools I learned
through Shadow Work® Seminars, tools that helped me heal a lot of my shame.The response
was beyond anything I could have anticipated. Many reached out to me sharing similar stories of
self-loathing. People came to me in tears with thanks for telling my story, which really is their
story. People said they felt more love of themselves and were grateful for the experience.They
also wanted to know how the heck I got to this place of grace and acceptance after years of
intense self-hatred.This book suddenly became a “must do.” I had to write it and needed to share
the struggles, the fear of not being enough, and what I discovered that led me to deep self-
love.This book is not about healing body shame and how I learned to love myself. It’s about
profound healing and loving the whole package, which freed my soul.Do you want to have more
joy in your life? Do you want more loving, intimate relationships and fulfillment? This book is
about healing the core, wounding messages you picked up along the way that made you
question your value as a human being. Once you learn how to retrain your thoughts, the world is
your oyster, and life will never be the same again.I wish you much healing.Junie MoonPS: If you
haven’t clicked the Junie’s Transformation Toolbox link yet, do it now. I look forward to
connecting with you there!Part One“You must go into the dark in order to bring forth your light.”–



Debbie Ford- 1-In the Beginning…“One does not become enlightened by imagining figures of
light, but by making the darkness conscious.” – C.G. JungWhen you were born, you were born
with a full spectrum of personality. There were no limits. Anything was possible for you. You didn’t
censor yourself in any way. You were free to be you.Think about it. When you were a baby, you
cried if your diaper was wet or you were hungry. You laughed if something was funny. You didn’t
stop yourself from expressing your feelings. You were in the moment, and there was nothing
telling you how to act, how to be, what to do or not to do. You just were.You know how kids say
the funniest things when you least expect it? That’s because they just say what’s on their minds.
They’re not thinking, “Should I say this? Should I act like that? What will they think?” They’re not
afraid of the judgment of others … yet.Shiny and NewI had no fear as a young kid. I was the
happy-go-lucky child skipping through the fields. I had a bright, bubbly disposition and a bounce
in my step. This was the true me, fully expressed, until I began learning that being bubbly had a
cost.I remember prancing around the garden apartment complex as a young child, accumulating
smiles from the older folks that sat on their porches. It was great. I would smile and say hi, and
they would light up. My light touched theirs.All was divine in the world of Junie Moon until I began
accumulating data that said being like this was bad. I learned there was a cost to appearing free-
spirited, sweet, and bubbly.As we all know, kids don’t admire the teacher’s pet! I was nine when
the bullying began. Kids mocked me and pushed me up against walls, and I felt like something
was wrong with me.When I experienced this reaction to my light, I felt the pain of not being
accepted. This took me away from the joyous present moment, and I got scared of expressing
my inner light. Being me hurt.The Data that Forms Your Life BlueprintWhat a trip. One second
you’re a disembodied soul floating around, happy as a clam in some quantum-level soup, and
the next, you’re catapulted into an earthly body. To make matters worse, you weren’t given any
real guidelines on how to survive!You were a blank slate of knowledge. You weren’t given a How
to Live on Planet Earth for Dummies manual. You were given squat. What a setup for disaster!
You are suddenly in an earth suit trying to figure out how to live.From your first breath, you began
to pick up on the rules of life. You were told by your well-meaning parents (who didn’t get any
great manuals either) when to speak and when not to, how to be respectable, and what was a
“no-no.” You began to get punished if you spoke against them or if you didn’t clean your room to
a certain standard. You were being life schooled.It wasn’t just your parents either. Your culture
and religion gave you their no-no’s as well. At a young age, you took in a lot of information, and
this created your own personal “how to live” rule book. Your experiences shaped your perception
of life and the meaning you gave to everything.The Programming“Character is like a tree and
reputation like a shadow. The shadow is what we think of it; the tree is the real thing.”– Abraham
LincolnNot all the rules are handed to you in a safe, informative way; some you just experience.
You might feel emotional pain associated with some life lessons, which strongly wires you as to
what you can do and what you need to never do again.This is the subconscious programming. If
you felt shamed, judged, attacked, or hurt in any way, you figured out quickly how to never risk
experiencing that again.When you began to feel emotional pain or witnessed people



experiencing pain at the hands of others (because of others’ behaviors), you came to some very
big conclusions. In fact, when you noticed “bad behaviors” in others that inflicted pain, you made
decisions to never be like “that.”An example: Maybe when you were young, one of your parents
yelled at you and frightened you. When your parent expressed anger, you might have felt
unloved. As a kid, that’s really scary. You’re vulnerable and need your parent’s love and
protection.There is a good chance that when you felt that fear, you decided that anger is
dangerous and it hurts. You might have decided never to display that emotion to anyone
because you wouldn’t want someone else to feel unloved.Another example might be that you
witnessed one parent—let’s say Dad—expressing rage to Mom, and you saw her cry. You might
have thought, “That’s horrible. My mom is suffering, and I would never want to do that to
anyone.”It makes sense, right? Why would you ever want to act in a way that makes someone
you love cry? The thing is, by saying you would never act like that (in this case, express anger),
something very damaging happened. You threw the baby out with the bathwater.That happens
with every aspect of your personality that you decide is bad or shameful. If you decide
something inside you is unacceptable and you try to push it down or away, you lose access to
the gold in that part as well—you lose access to the baby.In Shadow Work we say this is you
disowning an aspect of yourself and putting it into a shadow. As stated from shadowwork.com:
“The term ‘shadow’ was first used by Carl G. Jung to describe the repressed or denied part of
the Self. Robert Bly popularized this idea in A Little Book on the Human Shadow. According to
Bly, it was as if we threw these unacceptable qualities over our shoulder into a bag, which we’ve
been dragging around behind us ever since.” When you decide there is something you can’t be
like, you cut it off and fling it back in the shadow bag.
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AMD, “A Whole New Perspective. I love seeing things from different perspectives, giving me an
opportunity to learn about life, others and myself. I have to say, I learned a ton about myself
throughout this book. It allowed me to step back, as the Magician, to see myself from a different
light. I was able to dig deep, and though it was difficult at times, see how much healing still
needed to be done despite all that I've already done. Given new tools and methods to do so, I'm
looking forward to the journey, things to be learned and healing to continue. I'm so grateful that
Junie had the courage to share her story and encourage others to do the same. In so many
ways, I completely relate to several of her experiences.This book was extremely well written; it's
easy to read, follow, relate to and absorb. She wrote it from one human being to another, not as
"all knowing", but with love and compassion. I've already forwarded this book as a
recommendation to multiple people in my life and contemplating how to teach what I've learned
to my young children to help them grow and develop in a healthy way. If you are stuck in your
own cycle or know someone who is, read this.”

Vincent, “Awesome book for anyone who wants to grow and live fully!. This book is amazing! I
learned how important it is to speak your truth and embrace your shadow, as it is a part of you.
"Loving the Whole Package" guides you to learn how to love yourself and have self-compassion.
Junie shows how to embrace fear and get out of your comfort zone. She also teaches how
important it is to have clear communication. I couldn't put this book down! I highly recommend
this book to anyone who wants to grow and have a fulfilling life!”

Mandy, “Love the whole package!. Junie Moon is the whole package and I absolutely love her!
She came into my life at just the right time and has been a huge support through many of my
challenges. Before reading her book I had participated in the Mission is Possible coaching
program and found the book helped to reiterate so much of what I learned! It is a great read for
everyone, because who knows? Maybe you are happy and content, and still not living to your full
potential!”

Bernard, “Your book/you are so special. So much to benefit .... Your book/you are so special. So
much to benefit from reading it.Life is so freakin complicated.You have made it easier for us to
help navigate through it.Your humor side by side with your grief, determination, self
deprecationand honesty made for a most compelling read to which we all, to some extent,can
relate.!”

steve jantzen, “valuable Insights Await. “There’s risk in looking under the covers and seeing why
you are the way you are. The question is, is it worth the risk?” – JMS. If you’re ready to look in the
mirror and see yourself through new eyes, this is the place to start. Through her personal
illustrations and explanations of how what we don’t want to be is running our lives, the author



creates a safe place to learn and demonstrates it’s worth the risk.”

Bill Dorcas, “Great book the powerful examples of her personal life really clearly the the points
made in the book. Junie has helped everyone understand the power of finding the positive
messages in life's lessons and not letting your risk manager keep you from icing life out loud. I
rate this book as a 5 star plus.. Great book the powerful examples of her personal life really
clearly reinforced the points made in the book. Junie has helped everyone understand the
power of finding the positive messages in life's lessons and not letting your risk manager keep
you from living life out loud. I rate this book 5stars plus.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. awesome book couldn't put it down”

The book by Junie Moon Schreiber has a rating of 5 out of 4.1. 25 people have provided
feedback.
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